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Life - Live it!
A Message From Susan Giguere, CEO
When I get the chance, I love to share what I
call the human side of me. Not profound, but I
hope, entertaining as you venture into February!
So, we have been talking about safety in the
winter what we should do - like making sure the
car is cleaned off, having safe walkways and
wearing proper clothes and footwear. I try
listening to those instructions, but I am only
human.
I started out of the house to go to work, walked
up the shoveled walkway and looked across to
the garage. It was early in the morning, but I
figured what the heck the driveway only has a
little ice. No, I didn't have my traxs on, but
really it was only a short distance ~ I could do
this. Well, I got myself within 20 feet of the
garage, and the slight incline was preventing me
from moving forward or backward.

I wasn't going anywhere. So I did what every
self-respecting woman does, I called my better
half on the phone for help. Well, Leo's line was
busy, and it went to voice mail. OK, I'm on my
own, what do I have? You know those
bottomless bags we ladies carry that many
laugh at, well there are very good reasons we
lug them around. I'm known to have recycled
plastic bags in mine as well as a treasure trove
of other "interesting and useful" stuff. Well, I
took one out, tried it, and am happy to say I
safely made it the rest of the way, two-stepping
the whole way. NEXT time, I will look more
closely at what's really outside my house, and
on my feet!
Hope I made you smile and thank you for all
you do for the Maine families we all serve.

Sue

Sue Giguere
Founder and CEO
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Respect your fellow human being, treat them
fairly, disagree with them honestly, enjoy
their friendship, explore your thoughts about
one another candidly, work together for a
common goal and help one another achieve it.
~Bill Bradley

A Moment With Mike
Happy 2017! I hope everyone’s holidays were
wonderful. My wife, son and I enjoyed a ‘staycation’
with family visiting from out of state. It’s always
exciting when Mom, who’s lived down South her
whole life, comes to Maine for Christmas. “How do
Y'all live up here?!?” “We’re fine, Mom. Put on your
coat, Mom. Merry Christmas, Mom.” A fun time was
had by all. (And no, though it was tempting, we didn’t
ask her to help shovel.)
So the new year is upon us! An exciting thing about turning to a new
calendar each January is looking forward to all the positive and hopeful
things this next year promises. Are you someone who makes resolutions
each year? Lots of folks do, many with the best of intent and
determination. Others will go even further and make definite plans,
complete with dates, details and other specifics needed to turn those
plans into reality. Some of us even bring friends or family into the
picture and get them to share our commitments for the coming year.
Which of these has a better chance of happening, hopeful resolutions, or
specific plans with details we share with others? I know that whenever I
set a goal, it has a much better chance of happening if it’s specific and
public than if I simply keep it to myself. The point is that there’s
strength in numbers. Help others, and let others help you! Working
together works.
Guess what? There are also plans that organizations make, some of
which we’ve carried forward from last year and others that will be new
in the year to come. We’re continuing to work toward the goals we set
in our Strategic Planning sessions last summer, so look for more news on
that front in the coming months. We’ll be expanding our service
offerings, looking to strengthen our existing services, and working
toward getting better at what we do wherever we do it. Ask your
supervisor for a copy of the plan if you haven’t read it. It’s exciting, and
it’s happening now!
Remember, I want to hear from you. Please send me your comments
and suggestions. Feel free to call me at 872-5300, email me at
mike.stair@careandcomfort.com, or visit www.suggestionox.com/r/
coodirect to send me an anonymous message. However you reach out,
don’t hesitate to connect and let me know what I can do to make your
Care & Comfort experience even better.
All the best,

We Congratulate Our
2016 Employees of the Month
Behavioral Healthcare
Crystal Bruen
Samantha (Sam) Lechance
Lisa Ashford
Donna Nason
Lacey McQuarrie
Tracy Hartin
David Wilks
Kendall Pike
Home Healthcare
Alice Haggert
Christine Taylor
Paula Murdoch
Michelle Risinger
Cindy Tibbetts
Aimee Noble

Mike
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Mike Stair
COO

Nicole Timmins Lori Chamberlain
Finance Manager
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Sara Preble
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Toby Wood
Carol Davis
Regional Manager Billing Manager

Liz Grant
Interim DON

Joe Tinkham
Branch Manager

We make it happen!

Branch News

Bangor

24 Springer Road, Suite 202
Bangor, ME 04401
1-877-784-6993 ♦ (207) 992-2535

Dover-Foxcroft

1073 West Main Street
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
1-866-236-2158 ♦ (207) 645-5304

Winter is here! A great time of year in Maine, a longggg time, but
great nonetheless!
We enjoyed celebrating our Staff Appreciation Holiday event in
December! Along with good food and great giveaways, we added
an "Ugly Sweater Contest" and a "Dessert Contest". Both added
lots of fun and way too many yummy calories to the festivities! A
highlight of our party was celebrating the announcement of our
very own Lisa Ashford as Care & Comfort's Behavioral Health
Employee of the Year! Congratulations to Lisa!! She was so
surprised! We wrapped up the day with The Bangor team making
a donation to Meals on Wheels to help local seniors have the
opportunity to have nutritious meals every day! Needless to say,
we had an enjoyable time coming together as a team.
Several of us participated in Wrap for a Reason to benefit the
Ronald McDonald House and wrapped gifts at the Bangor Mall.
Next year try to take an hour or so out of you crazy holiday
schedule to do this. It certainly benefits a super organization.
December was a busy month to be sure, but a whole lot of fun!
We are looking forward to a great January, and the cold cannot
stop us. As always do be very careful driving, slowing down, and
being prepared - remember the great tips we received from Toby
and Shane during the in-services.
Do take care of yourself and spend time outdoors ~ most of us
don't seem to get enough Vitamin D this time of year.

Above, Robyn Gallant, Mike Keim, and Ashley Guay
Care & Comfort Bangor Wraps For A Reason
Below, Bill Robinson, Sarah Jellison, Peggy Day and
Robyn Gallant. Not pictured Erin Perry

Dover Care & Comfort in the month of January ~ we are up to our
knees in white! Many people stay comfortable and warm indoors
during these cold months, and others pride themselves on winter
outdoor activities. There is much happening on top of the snow in
our community. The trails throughout our region are open and
being groomed with each storm. The snowshoers are taking to the
woods and the skiers to the mountains. The ice fishers are out and
adding their shacks to lakes and ponds. For the fisherperson, there
are lots of fishing derbies, so if you're feeling lucky get those traps
in. For those of you who enjoy riding in the fast lane let us
recommend the snowmobile trail from Dover-Foxcroft to
Greenville, a "must stop" is the Monson Lake Shore House for
lunch, This locally owned restaurant will even cook up your
freshly caught fish! Now that's a day in the heart of Maine!

“The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra.”

Presque Isle

165 Academy Street
Presque Isle, ME 04769
1-877-287-4931 ♦ (207) 764-3071

Happy New Year from the PQI staff and we wish everyone a wonderful 2017. January does bring cold and icy weather so
dress warm and be careful on the roads. The good thing about this month is that once we in Aroostook County are through
it, we know there are longer days and warmer temperatures in our future.
2016 is behind us and if you think about it – it was a great year.
The PQI office had some fantastic events like our Summer Employee Appreciation Day at Mantle Lake which so many
staff attended. Toby led our in-service training, we enjoyed great food, and of course, there were door prizes. Our Winter
Employee Appreciation Day was just the coolest – the office staff which included Danielle Perry, Danielle Clark, Sue
Watson, Jamie Curtis & Monique Cormier decided to do 11 different soups with salad, rolls, bread and of course quite a
few desserts. Drawing for the awesome door prizes provided lots of comedic moments as Mike pulled the winning names
and Sue Giguere's alter being "Vanna” gave out the gifts!
Our Presque Isle team members have some pretty remarkable and talented children! Jamie Curtis's son is now a Brown
Belt – congratulations to Taylor for all his hard work and accomplishments. Taylor does an outstanding routine and has
great potential for the future. Danielle Perry's daughter Kayleigh did a solo on the ice at the Presque Isle Forum at the Ice
Show. Kayleigh loves skating and is very good at it.
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We make it happen!
Branch News

Wilton
Happy New Year! We hope you all had a wonderful holiday season and were able to spend time with family, eat
some good food, and recharge your batteries a little bit. This time of year can be stressful for some, so please make
sure you are taking time for yourself amidst the chaos!
It was wonderful to get to see so many of you at our winter in-service. We got to hear some great stories about
things that are happening with the families we serve, and some great conversations about what some of you are
doing outside of work. Those personal connections mean a lot to us, so let us know if you've got something
exciting going on in your life so we can get excited about it, too!
We've already had a few ice storms this year in Western Maine, so the winter is in full effect. Please be safe while
driving and navigating the driveways and walkways out there.
284 Main Street, Suite 390
Wilton, ME 04294
1-866-397-3350 ♦ (207) 645-5304

Waterville

180 Main Street
Waterville, ME 04901
1-800-366-5302 ♦ (207) 872-5300

Construction in Waterville will be underway by Spring. This is
both exciting - wait until you see the sketches - and limiting where will people park? Here is some general information on the
vision of the Waterville downtown project. As we learn more
about parking and other information that may affect our staff we
will update you.
The map outlined includes a series of short and long-term items
that both independently and in conjunction will begin to improve
areas of downtown Waterville radically. Many stakeholders and
community members have been engaged in developing this list of
actionable items and refining the aspirational vision for downtown.
1. Transform the gateway to downtown
2. Convert traffic to two-way, improve streetscape and sidewalk
design
3. Increase retail activity/economic development
4. Increase residential density to stimulate economic activity
5. Explore a comprehensive parking strategy
6. Relocate the Farmers Market
7. Bring a hotel to Main Street
8. Integrate the arts
9. Develop programming capacity
10. Connect to the waterfront

It’s National “Thank you” Month
Danke, grazie, merci, gracias, thank you! No matter
how you say thank you, say it!
Sometime as we get caught up with the hustle and bustle
of life, we forget to be polite and acknowledge people for
the kind things they do for us.

A simple “thank you” can turn someone’s day around
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Caring for our Communities
CARE & COMFORT AND OUR EMPLOYEES PRESENT
JEAN FUND GIFTS TO FIVE ORGANIZATIONS
During our Holiday Employee Appreciation Parties we were delighted to
present donations to five groups who have demonstrated their
commitment to helping the residents of the communities they serve.
Since 1991 Care & Comfort has provided home healthcare and behavioral
healthcare services throughout the State. For each of these 25 years
caring for our communities by giving and volunteering have been central
characteristics of
our agency’s
philosophy. These gifts were made
possible through The Jeans Fund, an
ongoing collaborative fundraising effort
between Care & Comfort and our
employees. Every Friday is Jean Day, and
staff may leave their usual work attire at
home and wear jeans for a donation. The
agency then matches every dollar raised,
and the employees of each branch select
their local beneficiary semi-annually.
Throughout this newsletter you will find
information about each organization we
supported with gifts in December.
We thank everyone who participates,
your generosity and caring over the
years has helped thousands of your
fellow Mainers.

Care & Comfort and our Wilton staff
support Neighbors Helping Neighbors
Care & Comfort and the staff of our Wilton
Branch recently presented a gift to
Neighbors Helping Neighbors, a communitybased organization of volunteers who
provide assistance to those residing in in
Franklin County who need some help with
resources and expertise around their homes.
Mike Stair, Care & Comfort's COO, presented the check to Dave
and Cheryl Keith representing NHN during the Wilton
Branch’s annual employee holiday appreciation luncheon.
"An important part of our culture at Care & Comfort is to
assist non-profit organizations which strengthen our
communities. When our Wilton staff chose Neighbors Helping
Neighbors as their Jean Fund recipient, I was delighted," said
Mike. "100% of this gift will go directly to meeting the needs
of those needing a helping hand! Whether it is fixing a roof,
building a handicap ramp, cutting wood or whatever else may
be necessary, this all-volunteer group indeed proves that the
health and well-being of our community is strongest when
people trust, engage with and help their neighbors."
“Call me a softy or maybe even a bit old fashioned but one of
my greatest joys is hearing of volunteers who recognize that
sometimes it’s the simplest things in life that can make a
significant difference in a person’s life. For the elderly lady
who needed her new recliner delivered or the seniors who
needed the skirting around the trailer repaired before winter,
the folks from this group who responded were not just
talented, skilled and caring individuals – they were angels. It
is heartening to know that members of the community are
still looking out for each; we are pleased to give this gift to
help ensure that in the future when our fellow citizens need a
little help Neighbors Helping Neighbors will be there,” said
Susan D. Giguere, Care & Comfort’s Founder and COO.
For more information about Neighbors Helping Neighbors
visit their Facebook page "Neighbors Helping Neighbors of
Franklin County".
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Caring For Our Communities

Care & Comfort and Our Bangor Staff Support Meals on Wheels
Care & Comfort and the employees of our Bangor Branch presented a gift to the Eastern Area Agency on
Aging’s Meals on Wheels program.
Eastern Area Agency on Aging has been serving Penobscot, Piscataquis, Hancock, and Washington counties
since 1973. For many seniors is these counties, Meals on Wheels means the difference between remaining
in their own homes and needing to relocate to a nursing or assisted living facility. The daily nourishing
meal, friendly visit, and safety check help them cope with three of the biggest threats of aging: hunger,
isolation, and loss of independence. While the primary objective of Meals on Wheels is to deliver a healthy meal, they also
keep a watchful eye over those they deliver to and raise a red flag if something does not seem just right
“Choosing to partner with Meals on Wheels was an easy decision as their reputation to better lives for the elderly is well
known and respected,” said Susan D. Giguere, our agency’s Founder and CEO. “For many persons 60 and over who cannot
leave their homes and are unable to prepare meals the sound of a gentle knock on their door often means a volunteer with a
smile and friendly greeting has brought a delicious, healthy lunch.”
Mike Stair, our COO, presented the check to Robert Crone, EAAA's Director of Nutrition Services during our Bangor Branch's
Annual Employee Holiday Appreciation Luncheon.

"Our Home Healthcare Division provides services for the elderly and disabled so they can maintain independent, dignified
lifestyles in the comfort of their own home safely for as long as possible," said Mike. "We are pleased to support the Meals on
Wheels program whose mission in many ways mirrors ours. I am thrilled our staff chose to support this outstanding
organization which provides warm, nutritious food, the most basic of needs, for homebound seniors in our community."
The criteria for receiving Meals on Wheels:

Senior must be 60 years of age or older, be homebound and unable to leave their house without assistance.
Senior must be unable to prepare a meal and have no one available to prepare a meal.
Available on short or long term basis, depending on need.
For more information about EAAA Meals on Wheels visit: www.eaaa.org
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Human Resources

News
DID YOU KNOW…..
YOU CAN EARN A BONUS!
Employees (except for those directly
involved in the hiring process) are
eligible to receive a bonus for
referring qualified health care staff. A
referral bonus will be paid directly to
you upon the completion of hiring and
the individual you have referred
working a total of 100 hours. The
referring employee’s name must be
listed on the employment application
to be eligible for a bonus.

Bonus Paid by Discipline:
$50.00 for BHP, CSW, DSP, and IHSS
$50.00 for CNA/PSS/HMK/CC
$100.00 for LPN or RN
$200.00 for LCSW/LMSW-CC/LCPC

Work at adjusting your attitude to handle different situations.
Reconsider those that you can control and try to not worry about
those that you have no control over. This old saying might help

“Don’t chase a rabbit that you can’t catch!”

GOT STRESS?
When you are taking a break or if you
have just read an email that makes your
blood boil, stop, sit quietly and take 10
deep breaths, exhaling and inhaling
slowly on each breath. You will be
amazed how much this can help calm
those nerves and get you thinking
clearly again
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Congratulations
to our
Dover-Foxcroft Branch

for an injury free December!
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Caring For Our Communities
Care & Comfort and Our Presque Isle Staff Support
Caring Area Neighbors for Cancer Education and Recovery
Care & Comfort and the employees of our Presque Isle Branch recently presented a gift to C-A-N-C-E-R, Caring
Area Neighbors for Cancer Education and Recovery, an organization which assists patients and their families in
Aroostook County.
This active group of caring and compassionate people shares
information about cancer and resources available in the County,
provides emotional support and friendly visitations, provides limited
financial assistance for prescriptions or transportation to medical
appointments, and so much more.
Mike Stair, Care & Comfort's COO, presented the check to C-A-N-C-E-R
Board Member Sue Nickerson, during the Presque Isle Branch's holiday
appreciation luncheon for employees.
"Cancer has deeply impacted almost all of us in one way or another it
seems and when a person hears a diagnosis of the dreaded c-word their
world changes in an instant," said Mike. "Thankfully in Aroostook
County along with professionals who provide excellent medical care,
volunteers with Caring Area Neighbors for Cancer Education and
Recovery offer valuable and active support in many ways to community
members who have received this diagnosis. I applaud our staff for
selecting this organization, which is solely run by volunteers and gives
100% of all donations to patients and their families, as the recipient of a
Jean Fund gift."
"We are proud to support our local communities and believe a
community is more than a place; it is the people we serve, the
neighborhoods we share," remarked Susan D. Giguere, C & C's Founder
and CEO. All of us are happy to support this group that describes itself
this way ‘We are simply neighbors who want to help make a difficult
time a little less so,' simple words maybe, powerful meaning definitely!”
For more information about Caring Area Neighbors for Cancer Education and Recovery

visit www.c-a-n-c-e-r.com

When Someone You Know Is Very Ill...

Don't avoid them, be there! It
instills hope. Be the friend, the
loved one you have always
been, especially now when it is
most important.
Touch them. A simple squeeze
of the hand or a hug can let
them know that you still care.
Cry when they cry. Laugh when they laugh. Don't be afraid to share
these intimate experiences. They can enrich you both.
Don't be reluctant to ask about their illness. They may need to talk
about their condition. Find out by asking, "Do you feel like talking
about it"?
Bring a positive attitude. It's catching.
Don't feel that you both always have to talk. It's okay to sit together
silently reading, listening to music, watching television...holding
hands. Much can be expressed without words.
Help them to feel good about their looks if possible. Tell them they
look good, but only if it is realistic to do so. If their appearance has
changed, don't ignore it. Acknowledge the fact; but do so gently,
and remember...never lie.
Be prepared for them to get angry with you for "no obvious reason",
although you have been there and done everything
you
could. Permit them this and don't take it personally.
Don't confuse their acceptance of their illness with defeat. This
acceptance may give them a sense of their own power.
Source: C-A-N-C-E-R
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Safety saves sickness,
suffering, and sadness

Safety &
Wellness
STAY SAFE AROUND
SNOWPLOWS
•

Give snowplows room to do their work. Plows
are wide and can extend across the center line.

•

Don’t tailgate and don’t pass unless absolutely
necessary and safe to do so. If you must pass,
beware of the snow cloud created by plows.

•

Remember that the snow plow operators have
a limited field of vision. Though you see the
plow, snow fighters might not see you. Keep
your distance and always stay alert.

To prevent fuel line freeze-up, keep
your gas tank at least half-full.
Fill your gas tank before your vehicle
is parked for lengthy periods.
Leave ample stopping time between you
and the driver in front of you. Braking
distance can be up to nine times greater
on snowy, icy surfaces than on dry
roads.

WINTER DRIVING TIPS
Allow time for bad weather and/or traffic
delays.
• Know
your vehicle’s winter weather
operating characteristics. Front-wheel-drive
vehicles generally handle better than rearwheel vehicles on slippery roads because the
weight of the engine is on the drive wheels,
improving traction.
• Keep your windows clear of snow and ice.
Remember to clean head, tail and brake lights.
•

If your vehicle is equipped with an Antilock Braking System (ABS), be sure to
STOMP - firmly depress the brake pedal.
STAY on the brakes - do not pump the
brakes. STEER where you want the
vehicle to go.
Gently pump non-ABS brakes to stop the
vehicle. Take any corrective action
gradually. You need to maintain full
control of the vehicle. Refer to the
vehicle operations manual for proper
methods to correct skids.
Lock your vehicle, even in bad weather.
If locks freeze, heat the key. Do not pour
hot water on the locks - they will
refreeze.

Stay with your vehicle while warming
it up. An unattended, running car
invites theft.
Drive with extreme caution on bridges
and overpasses during freezing
temperatures. Because bridge
temperatures can be 5-6 degrees
colder than roadways, they can
become slick and icy before roads.

It’s The
Law!
You must have your headlights on
• Whenever weather and other atmospheric
conditions make it difficult to clearly see
people and other vehicles 1,000 feet away.
• Whenever you use your windshield wipers.
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Caring For Our Communities
Care & Comfort and our Waterville staff support Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County
Care & Comfort and the administrative staff of our Waterville Branch recently presented a gift to the Hospice Volunteers of
Somerset County, an organization focused on providing high-quality services for those with a life-limiting illness, providing
comfort for families, and educating the community.
“Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County is a marvelous organization that relies on charitable contributions to carry on their
mission. We are pleased to give this gift to help ensure that in the future when our neighbors need hospice care HVSC is
available,” said Susan D. Giguere, Care & Comfort’s Founder and CEO.
Mike Stair, our COO, presented the check to HVSC Executive Director Jason Gayne during the Waterville Branch’s Employee
Holiday Appreciation Luncheon.
“Just as the behavioral and home healthcare services we provide are vital to thousands throughout Maine each year so are
hospice services,” said Mike. “This region is so fortunate to have Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County available to provide
quality family-centered assistance and care during a difficult time. Our employees have my gratitude for their kindness in
selecting this group that offers help for those with a life-limiting illness and provides support and solace to the grieving free of
charge. With this gift, we not only wish to aid HVSC, a vital part of the areas healthcare network, but we also want to honor
and thank the volunteers who have a unique compassion and love for the patients and their families. It is comforting to know
that members of the community are still looking out for each other.”

The Founding of Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County
In the latter half of the 1980′s two local nurses observed, in the midst of their daily rounds,
that the broad spectrum of needs of patients dealing with end stages of life threatening
disease were not being met.
While the medical community managed the patients’ physical care, patients and their
families found a void of resources and support for the fuller range of issues they faced. They
began offering patients and families a more holistic form of nursing grounded in the hospice
philosophy of care and comfort. These two nurses, a small board of directors and an annual
budget of less than $100.00, were the grassroots beginning of Hospice of Somerset County.
This Board of Directors, however, soon recognized the growing demand for hospice services
in the primarily rural region of Maine. With the award of a grant, the Board hired its first
paid Director and in January of 1993 a volunteer training course began. Five weeks later the
first knock came on the door of the HVSC office asking for hospice services.
From these rather humble beginnings, Hospice Volunteers has grown into an agency that
the communities of Somerset county have come to depend on for quality end-of-life care
and support services.

What is hospice?
Hospice is not a place but rather a way for
people to help people dealing with a life
limiting illness. Most Americans would prefer
to die at home but often need help and
support in the end stages of life. Hospice
provides that help and support.
For more information about
Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County visit
www.hvosc.org
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Special Days
Special People

Compliments
From Clients

Heather Holmquist
Laurie McLellan
Chelsea Stockdale
Keegan Watt

“If you love life, life will love you back”
“Don't say you don't have
enough time. You have exactly
the same number of hours per
day that were given to Helen
Keller, Pasteur, Michelangelo,
Mother Teresa, Leonardo da
Vinci, Thomas Jefferson, and
Albert Einstein.
~ H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

Rachel Larrabee
Robyn Gallant
Raquel McEwen
Terri Bennett
Christina Deleon
Frances Lee
Ann Hodgson
Melissa Fairchild
Emily Dumond
Jamie Curtis
Judith Varney
John Short
Jenel Guillemette
Nicole Spencer

One Year
Madison Bennett
Taylor Boynton
Murray Bridges
Kathy Byrd
Lori Chamberlain
Rosemarie Davis
Emily Dumond
Patricia Eldershaw
Daniele Gold
Kaytlynn Hunter
Patricia Stanton
Chelsea Lynn Stockdale
Dawn Trecartin

Happy January
Birthday

Happy Anniversary
Three Years
Ann Hodgson
Eileen Kennedy
Shirley Leeman
Jessica Odonnell
Keegan Watt

Two Years
Jayme Brewer
Crystal Maheux Ward

Four Years
Melanie Hunt
Ali Short

Renee Harrington
Emma-Leigh Rioux
William Robinson Jr.
Liza Hayden
Monica Worthley
Marilyn Coldwell
Kiley Grandmaison
Atrisha Beal
Florence Hill
Cheryl Moors
Leo Giguere
Janet Igoe
Londa Tweedie
Barbara Newton

Five Years
Eva Dufour
Julieann Hartin,
Carol Long
Ruth Moreau
Eight Years
Terry Palmer
Twelve Years
Stephen Church
Thirteen Years
Stacy Dostie
Twenty Six Years
Susan Giguere
Leo Giguere

Is your name missing from our birthdays and anniversaries? If so, it is because we do not have your permission to print it!
You can easily change this by contacting the HR department, your supervisor or your branch manager.

Case Manager Needs
Colleen Drake, a Children’s Case Manager with our Wilton office, needs
your help! She is working with 2 male clients who need

SIZE 10 PANTS

No jeans due to sensory reasons.

SHOES/SNEAKERS SIZE 2 1/2 OR 3
Can you help? If so give Colleen a call, 645-5304 or email
colleen.drake@careandcomfort.com
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Caring For Our Communities

Care & Comfort and Our Dover Staff Present Gift to the
Dover-Foxcroft Area Food Cupboard
Care & Comfort and the employees of our Dover-Foxcroft Branch recently
presented a gift to the Dover Area Food Cupboard, an organization which offers
bi-monthly distributions of food to qualifying individuals in Dover-Foxcroft,
Sebec, Sangerville, Atkinson, Garland, and Bowerbank.
Mike Stair, Care & Comfort's COO, presented the check to Karen King, DFAFC’s
Operations Manager, during a holiday appreciation luncheon for employees of
our Dover Branch.
“Far too many families in the Piscataquis Region struggle with difficult choices as they look for ways to make ends meet.
With high unemployment and the rising costs of most everything, some of our neighbors are having a tough time heating their
homes, taking care of their health and putting food on the table," remarked Mike. “There simply is not enough money to
spread around for more than 2900 people who face food insecurity in this area. Hunger is not a new problem, but sadly it is a
growing one. Care & Comfort and our employees are committed to our local communities and are pleased to support the
Dover Area Food Cupboard's mission once again. We know our gift will help this dedicated organization strengthen the
quality of life for many by providing them with basic food necessities."
“We just concluded the time of year when the holiday spirit unites and brings out the best in us,
we’re inspired to help our neighbors a little more than usual, said Susan D. Giguere Care &
Comfort’s Founder and CEO. “I learned a long time ago not to make New Year’s resolutions unless
you are committed to them, and I made one for 2017 – I will do what I can for those facing hunger
in our communities! I hope you will join me; our neighbors need our support during every season.”

16.9% of the residents of Piscataquis County are food insecure, the 2nd highest in Maine!
For more information about Dover-Foxcroft Area Food Cupboard visit https://www.facebook.com/DFAreaFoodCupboard/
Food insecurity refers to USDA’s measure of lack of access, at times, to enough food for an active, healthy life for all household members and limited or
uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate foods.
Food insecure households are not necessarily food insecure all the time. Food insecurity may reflect a household’s need to make trade-offs between
important basic needs, such as housing or medical bills, and purchasing nutritionally adequate foods.
Source: Feeding America
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Protect Your Money & Your Identity

Matters
Bank Account Security Tips

•

•

Report lost or stolen cards and checks
immediately.

•

Review account statements carefully.
Regular account review helps to quickly
detect and stop fraudulent activity. Ask
about suspicious charges.

•

Limit the amount of information on
checks. Don’t print your driver’s license
number or Social Security number on
your checks.

•

Store new and cancelled checks in a
safe and secure location.

•

Carry your checkbook with you only
when necessary.

•

Shop with merchants you know and
trust.

•

Make sure any internet purchase activity
you engage in is secured with encryption
to protect your account information.
Look for “secure transaction” symbols
like a lock symbol in the lower righthand corner of your web browser
window, or “https://…” in the address
bar of the website. The “s” indicates
"secured" and means the web page uses
encryption.

•

Always log off from any website after a
purchase transaction made with your
credit or debit card. If you cannot log
off, shut down your browser to prevent
unauthorized access to your account
information.

Use tamper-resistant checks.

Always keep your credit or debit card in
a safe and secure place. Treat it as you
would cash or checks. Contact your card
issuer if your card is lost or stolen, or if
you suspect unauthorized use.

•

Do not send your card number through
email, as it is typically not secure.

•

Do not give out your card number over
the phone unless you initiated the call.

•

Regularly
review
your
account
statements as soon as you receive them
to verify transactions

•

Cancel and cut up unused credit and
other cards.

•

If you receive a replacement card,
destroy your old card.

•

Ensure no one sees your PIN when you
enter it.

•

When selecting a Personal Identification
Number (PIN) don’t use any number or
word that appears in your wallet (such
as name, birth date, or phone number).

Memorize your PIN. Don’t write it down
anywhere, especially on your card, and
never share it with anyone.

•

Credit and Debit Card Security Tips
•

As the world changes so does the ability for crooks to create more ways to defraud
the public. We have all heard of scams and maybe even thought, “that can’t happen
to me”. Well many of us who have been victims thought the same. We urge you to
take a few minutes to review these safety tips for protecting your hard-earned
money and your identity.

•

Understand debit card dangers –
Because there is no signature and only a
PIN number to ensure you are indeed
the person that should be using the
card, there is a greater liability when
using debit cards than credit cards. Be
sure to check with your bank to
understand your liability if someone
steals and uses your debit card without
your knowledge.

•

Go Virtual – For shopping online, there
are “virtual” card numbers. These are
randomly generated credit card
numbers that are disposable and that
online shoppers use once and throw
away. It’s linked directly to your real
credit card account so purchases show
up on your monthly bill. The service is
easy to use and usually free! Check with
your credit card company and see if they
offer this service.

•

Safely keep or securely dispose of your
transaction receipts.

When using your card at an ATM:
•

Be aware of your surroundings and
exercise caution when withdrawing
funds.

•

Watch for suspicious persons or activity
around the ATM. If you notice anything
out of the ordinary, come back later or
use an ATM elsewhere. If you observe
suspicious persons or circumstances, do
not use the ATM at that time. If you are
in the middle of a transaction, cancel the
transaction, take your card and leave the
area, and come back at another time or
use an ATM at another location.

•

Report all crimes immediately to the
operator of the ATM or local law
enforcement.

•

Consider having someone accompany
you when using an ATM after dark.

•

Ensure no one sees your PIN when you
enter it.

•

Refrain from displaying cash, and put it
away as soon as your transaction is
completed. Wait to count your cash until
you are in the safety of a locked
enclosure, such as a car or home.

•

Safely keep or securely dispose of your
ATM receipts.

Secure your mail
Your mailbox is a gold mine of information.
Between bank statements, bills and preapproved credit card offers, your mailbox is
loaded with personal data which identity
thieves can use to apply for a credit card in
your name. Unless you diligently check your
credit report, you may never even know
about it. Don’t ignore your garbage either
when it comes to mail. Fool the “dumpsterdiving” thieves by buying a shredder and
destroy documents before discarding them.

Create an emergency identity kit – Would you know how to contact your credit card company in an
emergency? Create an emergency identity kit that contains your account number, expiration date, issuing
company name, and emergency contact number for each card that you own. Also, make copies of your
drivers’ license, social security card, birth certificate, and passport and store them in a locked box or file
cabinet, or a safe deposit box. A safe deposit box may be best, because this gives you protection in the
event of a catastrophe such as a fire, hurricane, earthquake, etc.
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For your

H E A LT H
Because we care!

Staring at cellphones
and computers can
make dry eyes feel even
worse. The Mayo Clinic
recommends using the
20/20/20 rule: For
every 20 minutes you're
on the computer, look
away at an object at
least 20 feet away for
20 seconds or more.

Handwashing is like a "do-it-yourself" vaccine—it involves five
simple and effective steps (Wet, Lather, Scrub, Rinse, Dry) you
can take to reduce the spread of diarrheal and respiratory
illness so you can stay healthy. Regular handwashing,
particularly before and after certain activities, is one of the
best ways to remove germs, avoid getting sick, and prevent the
spread of germs to others. It's quick, it's simple, and it can
keep us all from getting sick. Handwashing is a win for
everyone, except the germs.

Read food labels to see
how much fat,
cholesterol, sodium,
sugars, protein, and
other ingredients are in
the product. Note what
the serving size is to
make sure you don’t eat
more calories than you
think you’re getting.

4 out of 5 Americans don't
get enough of the
“sunshine vitamin”

We need vitamin D to build strong bones, and several studies have found that if
people take more vitamin D they have 25 percent less chance of developing
heart disease and research indicates it could cut your risk of several diseases
like breast and colon cancer and diabetes.
During the winter months when we barely see the sun, the best source of
vitamin D, it is hard to get enough of it. You can add foods naturally rich in D to
your diet, like oily fish (salmon, herring or sardines), or vitamin-D-fortified
foods (like milk, cereal or orange juice) and if you are taking multivitamins
they probably contain some as well. However, it may be difficult to get enough
daily vitamin D from these to really make a difference. Talk with your Doctor to
see if he thinks a vitamin D supplement might be right for you and if so how
much. Like everything, opinions on how much is needed vary and what is right
for one person may not be for another.

We sleep better when we are cold, for most the ideal temperature for
sleeping is 68 degrees.

Do you take meds for
high cholesterol?
If you take a cholesterol-lowering drug
known as a statin, be sure to tell your
doctor if you notice tingling or numbness in
your hands or feet, or your skin becomes
extremely sensitive to touch. These are
signs of a type of nerve damage that is
sometimes a side effect of these drugs.

Dark Chocolate Is
Good For You!
Dark chocolate contains special
antioxidants that can actually enhance
heart health. Look for chocolate that is
at least 70% cocoa, and then eat about
one ounce a day – you’re welcome!
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WELLNESS

Just as you brush
your teeth or get a
flu shot, you can take
steps to promote
your mental health.
A great way to start
is by learning to deal
with stress.

the quality or state of being healthy in body and mind,
especially as the result of deliberate effort

Your emotional well-being
Foster Optimism
Trying to be optimistic
doesn't mean ignoring the
uglier sides of life. It just
means focusing on the
positive as much as possibleand it gets easier with
practice.

Emotional well-being encompasses how you feel about yourself,
your ability to successfully manage your feelings as you deal with
life's challenges, and the quality of your relationships. Being
emotionally balanced can be a strong contributor to your overall
mental and physical health.

Wellness
Mind , Body, Soul

Signs of Emotional Health
“We spend January walking
through our lives, room by room,
drawing up a list of work to be
done, cracks to be patched.

Being emotionally healthy is more than simply being free from
depression, anxiety, or other psychological issues; it also refers to
the presence of positive characteristics, including:
 The ability to adapt to change
 A sense of purpose
 A feeling of completeness and contentment

Maybe this year, to balance the list, we ought
to walk through the rooms of our lives... not
looking for flaws, but for potential.”
~Ellen Goodman

 The ability to create fulfilling relationships
 A feeling of self-confidence and positive self-esteem
 The ability to have fun and enjoy yourself
 Resiliency in the face of difficulties

Impact on Physical Health
Your mental and emotional state can have significant impact on how
your body reacts physically. Where you are at emotionally can have
deep effects on your overall physical health. This phenomenon,
sometimes called the "mind/body connection", can be particularly
acute when you are anxious or upset. Experiencing extreme or
continued emotional stress, for example, might trigger a physical
response - or cascade of responses - that could lead to the
development of high blood pressure, stomach problems, or trouble
sleeping, for example.
While the following symptoms can indicate the presence of other
serious illnesses (and as such should be discussed with your health
care provider), they can also be signs that your emotional health is
out of balance: back pain, change in appetite, chest pain, digestive
issues, dry mouth, headaches, heart palpitations, lightheadedness,
sexual problems, sleep issues, sweating, weight change.
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When to Seek Professional Help
If you continue to suffer from the effects of emotional distress and
feel overwhelmed by it, you should contact a professional. Here are
some red flags to look out for:
•
Inability to sleep
•
Feeling down, hopeless, or helpless most of the time
•
Problems with your ability to concentrate that are interfering
with your work or home life
•
Using alcohol, drugs, food, or tobacco to cope with difficult
emotions
•
Negative or self-destructive thoughts or fears that you can't
control*
•
Thoughts of death or suicide*

5 Ways to Improve Your Emotional
Well-being
To improve your emotional health, you first must try to recognize
your emotions and understand what may be triggering them. Sorting
out the causes of sadness, stress, and anxiety in your life can help
you manage your emotional health. Here are some helpful tips.
1) Express your feelings in appropriate ways.
If feelings of stress, sadness, or anxiety are causing physical
problems, keeping these feelings bottled up can make you feel
worse. It may be helpful to reach out and ask someone outside the
situation - such as a family doctor, a friend, or religious advisor - for
support and advice to help you improve your emotional health.
2) Look for balance.
Try not to obsess about the problems at work, school, or home that
could lead to negative feelings. Instead, focus on the positive things
in your life and make time for the things you enjoy. You may want to
use a journal to keep track of things that make you feel happy or
peaceful. Try to write every evening before you go to sleep. You may
just get a better nights rest.
3) Develop resilience.
People with resilience are able to cope with stress in healthy ways.
Resilience can be learned and strengthened with different strategies,
such as:
•
Maintaining a positive view of yourself
•

Accepting change

•

Keeping things in perspective

•

Developing a strong social support network of friends, loved
ones, and like-minded acquaintances

4) Calm your mind and body.
Relaxation methods—such as meditation—are useful ways to bring
your emotions into balance. Meditation can take many forms. For
example, you may come to a meditative state quietly sitting on your
own, with a spiritual group, or while exercising, stretching, or
breathing deeply.
5) Take good care of yourself.
Physical health is a big contributor to emotional health. To keep
your stress levels low, try practicing the following routine: Get
regular physical activity (walk, bike, swim, etc.) to relieve pent-up
tension, eat healthy meals that give you good nutrition, and get
quality sleep. Also, try to avoid overeating and consuming too much
alcohol.

* Having self-destructive behavior or thoughts, especially suicidal ones,
is a symptom that needs immediate attention. If you experience such
feelings and feel that you need help, call the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline’s toll-free number, which is available 24 hours every
day of the year: 1-800-273-TALK (8255). This service is available to
everyone. You may call for yourself or for someone you care about. All
calls are confidential.
Everyone is different; not all approaches to achieving emotional
balance will be equally as beneficial to all people. Some people may
enjoy relaxing and slowing down, while others need more activity
and stimulation to feel better. The important thing is to find an
approach and activities that you enjoy and that bring you emotional
balance and relief.
Some people may need someone qualified to provide them with the
necessary tools and guide them in the right direction, so don’t hesitate
to reach out to a professional, when you feel like you could use some
help. Having emotional health is well worth a little extra effort.

Seasonal Affective Disorder

Some people experience a serious mood change during the winter
months, when there is less natural sunlight. This condition is called
seasonal affective disorder, or SAD. SAD is a type of depression. It
usually lifts during spring and summer.
Not everyone with SAD has the same symptoms. They may include
 Sad, anxious or "empty" feelings
 Feelings of hopelessness and/or pessimism
 Feelings of guilt, worthlessness or helplessness
 Irritability, restlessness
 Loss of interest or pleasure in activities you used to enjoy
 Fatigue and decreased energy
 Difficulty concentrating, remembering details and making decisions
 Difficulty sleeping or oversleeping
 Changes in weight
 Thoughts of death or suicide
SAD may be effectively treated with light therapy. But nearly half of people
with SAD do not respond to light therapy alone. Antidepressant medicines
and talk therapy can reduce SAD symptoms, either alone or combined with
light therapy.
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Poisoning
Prevention

Every day, over 300 children in the United States ages 0 to
19 are treated in an emergency department, and two
children die, as a result of being poisoned. It’s not just
chemicals in your home marked with clear warning labels
that can be dangerous to children.
Everyday items in your home, such as household cleaners and
medicines, can be poisonous to children as well. Medication
dosing mistakes and unsupervised ingestions are common ways
that children are poisoned. Active, curious children will often
investigate—and sometimes try to eat or drink—anything that
they can get into. Thankfully, there are ways you can help
poison-proof your home and protect the children you love.
Key Prevention Tips.
 Lock them up and away.
 Keep medicines and toxic products, such cleaning solutions
and detergent pods, in their original packaging where children
can’t see or get them.
Know the number.
 Put the nationwide poison control
center phone number, 1-800-222-1222,
on every telephone in your home and
program it into your cell phone. Call the
poison control center if you think a child
has been poisoned but they are awake and alert; they can be
reached 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
 Call 911 if you have a poison emergency and your child has
collapsed or is not breathing.
Read the label.
Follow label directions carefully and read all warnings when
giving medicines to children.
Don’t keep it if you don’t need it.
Safely dispose of unused, unneeded, or expired prescription
drugs and over the counter drugs, vitamins, and supplements.
To dispose of medicines, mix them with coffee grounds or kitty
litter and throw them away. You can also turn them in at a local
take-back program or during National Drug Take-Back events.
Source: CDC
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everybody needs a
little care & comfort
Our Mission
Care & Comfort’s mission is to provide quality home health services and
behavioral health care by skilled, compassionate professionals, and to meet and
exceed recognized standards of care while serving as a reputable health care
resource for the community at large.

Employee Discounts
Harry J. Smith Co.
Car & Truck Repairs
13 Sanger Avenue, Waterville
25% off all parts
or the Chamber Special
Alignment/oil and lube/tire rotation
all for $69.95 save $40.00!
U.S. Cellular
Save 10% on
service and accessories

Verizon Wireless
Save 22% on
service and accessories
Dean Proctor
$15.00 off



The air released from a sneeze can exceed 100
mph.



It’s impossible to sneeze with your eyes open



Your nose and ears never stop growing



Like a fingerprint, every person has a unique
tongue print.



Your funny bone isn’t bone at all. It’s a nerve
that runs just under your skin in each elbow.

J&S Oil
CO-OP Pricing for HealthCare workers!
Call (207) 872-2714
Press 1 for current pricing and conditions

Anytime Fitness
51 Western Ave, Fairfield
24-hour access
Chamber Discount! $36 per month
Call for details 453-6390

HealthTrans Access Discount Drug
Card
Save 10% - 85% on prescription costs with
your free card
http://www.healthtrans.com

Lawyer Referral & Information Service

$25 covers cost of lawyer referrals and first half-hour of consultation with the attorney

1-800-860-1460
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